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This anlcle will focus on how the strategy finding task is performed within 
collaborative networks in general and in the open source community of Unux 
in panicular. It will show the self-organising power and apparent 11uccess of 
purpose-based strategy finding processes within the Unux community, 
ensuring the interaction between change trajectories of its purpose, internal 
capabilities and external possibilities. It is argued that a number of 
mechanisms have institutionalised this interaction in the community. 

"Something akin to a corporation will have to co-ordinate the next society's economic resources" 
-Peter F. Drucker, 2001 

1. INTRODUCTION 

More and more organisations are beginning to understand the sound business 
potential for working in any type of 'collaborative network', like for example virtual 
organisations or business communities. Probably one of the best examples of a 
successful collaborative network can be found in the open source movement, namely 
the Linux community. 

This article will focus on how the 'strategy finding task' is performed within the 
Linux community, as we are convinced that "behind every successful company [read 
instead organisation, RvWdJ and JK] there is superior strategy. The company may 
have developed this strategy through formal analysis, trial and error, intuition, or 
even pure luck. No matter how it was developed, it is the strategy that underpins the 
success of the company. To understand corporate success, we must therefore 
understand the logic of successful strategies. " (Markides, 1999) 

This article will demonstrate that a collaborative network like Linux does have a 
'strategy finding task' and will explain how this task is performed quite 
successfully. Moreover, this article will show that the strategic management field 
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can learn from the Linux case, and that vice versa Linux can learn from the strategic 
management field. 

The next paragraph of this article will provide an introduction on what can be 
called the 'strategy finding task' in organisations and a brief overview on different 
types of networked organisational forms and how this influences the perception of 
an organisation and its strategic management. It is proposed that the 'strategy 
finding task' involves a continuous interaction between change trajectories of 
purpose, internal capabilities (explained by uniqueness of internal resources) and 
external possibilities (uniqueness of positioning within markets). 

In the third paragraph the Linux case will be introduced and described. Mter a 
brief overview of probably the best-known virtual community at this time, the 
paragraph will show that the strategy finding task within Linux is able to 
continuously leverage its purpose with the internal capabilities and external 
possibilities. This leverage is reached by constantly integrating external possibilities 
in the community itself: a process institutionalised by a great number of 
mechanisms. Three prevailing mechanisms are then identified and explained. The 
fourth and final paragraph culminates in reflections on the potential for future 
success of strategies and strategy finding tasks, collaborative networks and Linux. 

2. COLLABORATIVE NETWORKS and STRATEGY 
FINDING 

2.1 Collaboradve Networks 

The business need for new organisational forms, as opposed to the traditional 
hierarchical model, is more and more clearly realised: " ... the traditional, command
and-control hierarchy has been in deep trouble for years because it was poorly 
equipped to respond to the new business needs." (Tapscott, 1997) Moreover, mainly 
because "the old economy was fundamentally organized around standardized mass 
production, the New Economy is organized around flexible production of goods and 
services ..• ", the knowledge-based economy seems to transform into an economical 
landscape with a whole new set of organisational forms. 

Table 1 -Examples of Collaborative Network models Filos and Banahan, 2000) 
Organisadonal Form Organlsadonal Structure Type of Collaboradon 
Corporate, co-located Functional units + cross- Intra-organisational 

functional co-located 
teams 

Extended Enterprise Functional units + virtual Supply-chain integration 
teams 

Virtual Enterprise Organisational 'project'; Strategic alliance, co-
virtual teams operation agreement, joint 

venture 
Value Network IE- Organisational network of Economic web 
Business Community competencies: virtual 

teams 
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There are a number of current alternative organisational forms called 
'collaborative networks', which provide diverse models for co-ordinating resources 
and work, which is shown in the table above. They might be called collaborative 
networks, because every of these models is a web of relationships between people, 
teams, units, as well as organisations, collaborating through both informal and 
formal relations, representing and producing value for the organisation and the 
stakeholders in its ecosystem. 

A collaborative network, like any organisation, is a "purposeful system in which 
humans are the most important elements" (Ackoff, 1974) and collaborative 
networks, like other organisational forms, go through an organisational life cycle: 
"they come together, they develop, they evolve, they disperse, according to the 
timing, the logic, the rhythms, and the social energy ... "(Wenger, 1997) 

Collaborative networks can also be characterised by for example: the formality 
of the relationships within the network (formal vs. informal structure); change 
dynamics of the relationships; the frequency of interaction; the communication 
infrastructure; the geographical location (disparate vs. co-located); the diversity of 
people and their capabilities; and the type of leadership. 

2.2 The Strategy Finding Task 

The practice of the strategic management discipline, as well as the literature 
describing it, contains a broad and colourful spectrum of opinions on the why, how 
and what of organisations formulating successful strategies. Accordingly, a number 
of conflicting views exist on the content, the process and context of strategies and 
the way it leads organisations to durable success (de Wit and Meyer, 1998). 

However, in "different challenges facing the modern firm, there appears to be a 
common strategic issue... how can a firm achieve "fit" between what it does and 
what its industry environment requires today, while also preparing itself to stretch 
capabilities and evolve its culture to tackle the new environment that tomorrow 
might bring? This has always been a challenge for firms, but the speed with which 
environments and markets change in today 's world makes this an even more 
pressing concern." (Cusumano, 2001) 

To better reflect our understanding of what is implied, the nature of the processes 
involved and its inherent functioning within shifting contexts, we like to refer to the 
construct of strategic management as the 'strategy finding task'. 

/ lrtEm:ll Er'Mn:nrert ' 
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Figure 1 - Strategy finding task 
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The task, by using a nautical metaphor, is the set of deliberate or 
non-deliberate processes that guide an organisation in sailing out, determining its 
course and steer its course and track and possibly correct its course. Like the way a 
ship, when at sea, might for that cause use e.g. a sextant, an organisation relies on its 
strategy finding task. 

Within a purposeful system, the strategy finding task guides the humans' search 
for different ways to achieve their purpose in a continuous interaction between the 
organisational system and its environment. In this continuous interaction the purpose 
in itself might be subject to change as well. 

As both the internal and external environment are in a constant state of mostly 
unpredictable change, there is no such thing as everlasting successful strategies. 
Therefore the strategy finding task is really about continuously trying to find 
strategies that are appropriate for a certain purpose, time and place. 
Metaphorically, this task can better be compared to the search on a rough sea, in fog 
and in darkness, with no accurate maps of the sea and landscape. 

2.3 The Purpose-Based View 

Basically, there are two dominating, conflicting views (van Liemt and Commandeur, 
1993) on how organisations can successfully navigate (i.e. do strategy finding) 
through their changing business landscapes (composed of customers, competitors, 
providers and others). In the market-based view of the firm, strategy finding is 
generally considered to be focused on achieving a competitive position, thereby 
either choosing e.g. a cost-efficiency focus or a focus on differentiation. In the 
resource-based view of the firm, competitive positions are described based on the 
uniqueness of the set of capabilities of the organisation and strategy finding, in this 
view, is mainly about defending, establishing and developing a favourable set of 
(core) competencies. 

Both extremes, in fact, seem to represent a valuable insight in the dynamics of 
organisations and the way they navigate within their environment. Organisations are 
faced with a broad number of developments that could have an (outside-in) impact 
on the organisational system, which has to anticipate these external possibilities. But 
organisations can also have, based on their own actions & resources, an (inside-out) 
impact on their environment and could even change the predominant mode in 
marketplaces or even create new marketplaces. We prefer therefore to see, in a more 
natural manner, the competitive organisation and its environment as an open, living 
system (Moerman, 1999) interacting within its ecosystem. 

We therefore suggest that the strategy finding task can best be regarded as a co
evolutionary interaction between change trajectories of (network-) internal 
capabilities and external possibilities. In our opinion, success of an organisation in 
this interaction is determined by how well it identifies strategies that achieves past, 
current and future configuration between its own purpose, its capabilities and 
created or anticipated possibilities. This thus implies mainly the continuous process 
of finding strategies that guides an organisation in navigating through the interaction 
between purpose, internal and external change trajectories. 
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Moreover, any state of the strategy finding task at any time at any organisational 
system can be characterised by a number of key aspects of that task, which at a 
minimum are the following: 
• Purpose: what purpose does the organisation aim at? 
• Value proposition: what kind of value does the organisation offer? 
• External possibilities: to what possibilities do developments lead, created or 

anticipated in the environment (markets, customers, etc.)? 
• Internal capabilities: what set of resources does the organisation have? 

3. THE LINUX COMMUNITY 

3.1 Linux: a business community 

A young Finish student named Linus Torvalds wrote the basis of the Linux 
operating system in 1991i. At this point in time the system was only capable of 
performing some really simple tasks. Linus made an important decision, when he 
decided to put the source codeii on the Internet, saying that he would welcome any 
kind of comment or suggestions to the program. At first ten people downloaded the 
source code and only five send back bug fixes, code improvements and new features 
(Naughton, 1999). The number of users increased enormously and one year after his 
original message thousands of people had downloaded the software from the 
Internet. At that time Linux was a fully functional desktop, counting 40,000 lines of 
codem. From then on the development of Linux went amazingly fast; in less then ten 
years Linux has managed to become a reliable product and a real threat to Microsoft 
(Pastore, 2001; Wayner, 2000). 

Linux is enormously fascinating for quite a number of different reasons. Linux 
for instance connects thousands of extremely diverse people. Programmers, 
translators, testers and authors from almost every region in the world contribute to 
the development of Linux, without ever seeing each other in real life. Some of them 
spend four to then hours a day on the development of Linux, whereas others only 
contribute once a week or even less. The low boundaries to enter and exit Linux also 
create a very dynamic and rapidly changing community. No one has been able to 
explain how such a dynamic, informal and geographical distributed community can 
create a reliable and stable operating system. 

One might suspect to find the answer in a strong management, which ensures 
coordination and communication between the members and the projects. This is not 
true. Some projects have so-called maintainers, but to call them managers is quite 
overstated. As a former maintainer of the Debian project, Bruce Perens once said: 
"Trying to lead Debian, is like trying to herd a cat. " Communication and 
coordination between the various projects is even more absent: on a macro-level 
there is an absolute power vacuum. Even companies investing money and other 
resources in Linux, have no control over the community as a whole. 

The character of relationships between the members does not provide an answer 
either. Most members have a very loose-coupled and rapidly changing relationship 
with other members. Most of them work relatively independent of each other on the 
problems they are faced with. Communication between the members is very 
informal and very often centred around rather specific technological issues. The 
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community does have a sophisticated (communication) infrastructure, consisting of 
tools like e-mail, Internet Relay Chat, discussion boards, project tools, File Transfer 
Protocol and a Concurrent Versions Systemiv. 

3.2 The three stages of Linux development 

Central control to make long-term 'strategic plans' and decisions is absent in the 
Linux community. However, analysis of Linux development in retrospect leads to 
the identification of a pattern of strategic actions and decisions. As it turns out Linux 
development can be divided into three rather distinct stages. These three stages seem 
to differ most in the main purpose the community is trying to achieve. The three 
stages closely resemble the first three stages of the organisational life cycle (Greiner, 
1972). Therefore we choose to call them (1) the initial, (2) the growth and (3) the 
maturity stage. The stages are different in the main purpose the community tries to 
achieve, in the dominant possibilities facing the community, the capabilities 
available to the community, the value proposition of the community and the way the 
community tries to defend the capabilities. Table 3 provides a summary of the 
differences between the three stages. 

f . Table 3 -The three o Ltnux 
Initial stage Growth stage Maturity stage 

Puroose Intellectual interest Usability User-friendliness 
Basic product Basic product with Range of 

Value numerous applications, 
Proposition applications services and 

training 

Internal 
A smaller group of A large pool of Growing number 

capabilities 
dissatisfied high-skilled of users, interesting 

community 

External Dissatisfaction Growing interest of Growing interest of 
possibilities with existing high-skilled companies and 
(outside-in software programmers users 
impact) 

No noteworthy No noteworthy Software as 
Inside-out impact on impact on commodity as a 
impact competitive competitive new dominant 

environment environment model? 

The main capability of Linux from the start was the program. Although it was 
still basic, it was totally independent of the main platforms at that time. Many 
developers were dissatisfied with existing software of that time. They were 
interested in Linux, as this allowed them to download the product and play with it. 
They could change the software to their own interest. By returning their ideas and 
new software, they would get responses from people from all over the world. This 
obviously arose the interest of many developers as they could discuss their ideas 
with other high-skilled developers. In this stage discussions would focus on 
fundamental design issues. 
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Slowly the community grew bigger and bigger. More and more people got 
involved and the main question was not whether it would be possible to create a new 
independent operating system. At the second stage, the so-called growth stage, the 
central question became whether people could indeed use Linux. New developers 
joining the community would have difficulty of understanding the discussion 
between the core developers, who discussed the inside heart of the operating system. 
New members downloading the software discovered that Linux lacked real 
applications. They also observed that Linux only worked on a limited number of 
hardware platforms. As they were able to develop new software, the new members 
decided to invest their time in building new applications or to adjust existing 
software to their own computers. New members have caused the main purpose at 
this stage to change to applicability. 

Currently Linux is in the beginning of the maturity stage. People slowly started 
to realise that Linux became a quality product, as first evidenced by a statement by 
Richard Schmalensee in January 1999. The dean of the Sloan School of 
Management at MIT stated that he saw Linux as a big potential competitor of 
Microsoft (Wayner, 2000). Around this time not only users started to show an 
interest in Linux, also companies like Red Hat and IBM turned their attention to this 
new operating system. Obviously companies focus on different issues than most 
individual programmers. Red Hat, a company specialized in selling Linux on the 
commercial market, prints cd-roms with Linux software, writes manuals for the use 
of Linux software and develops program for an easier installation of Linux software. 
The involvement of companies like Red Hat has convinced many users that Linux is 
not only a technologically sophisticated product, but also that it's easy to use. In a 
way these companies have shifted the main purpose of Linux towards user
friendliness. Together with users and developers, these companies seem to enforce a 
change in the way competition is played in the software market. The business 
models of IBM and Red Hat treat software as a commodity. Both companies invest 
hugely in Linux software without earning much money through product sales. 
Instead they focus on service, hardware and consultancy. Obviously this attracts 
many individuals and companies who either refuse to pay or lack the money to pay 
for expensive software. 

3.3 The strategy finding task in Linux 

By shifting its dominant purpose Linux has been able to leverage the external 
possibilities with its core capabilities. Every time Linux' external environment 
changed its demand, Linux has been very apt in adjusting its focus. Somehow Linux 
attracted application developers when the users were in need of more applications. 
The same holds true in the third stage when Linux attracted companies that spend 
much time and effort into building a user-friendly operating system, when at the 
same time many users started to develop an interest in the system. How have they 
achieved this agility without any form of control on a community level? 

Part of the answer can be found in the idea of low entrance barriers. Somehow 
individuals and companies are very easily lured into the Linux community. One 
mechanism responsible for creating low entrance barriers is the General Public 
License protecting the intellectual property rights in Linux (Dalle and Jullie, 200 l; 
Torvalds and Diamond, 2001; Wayner, 2000). This license explicitly states that 
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everyone has the right to download, use and change the software, causing the 
software to be available on the Internet for free, which makes the initial investment 
to get involved in Linux, very low. 

A second group of mechanisms responsible for lowering the boundaries are 
Internet tools. These tools enable people to co-ordinate and co-operate with each 
other from all over the world. They also make it easier for outsiders to join the 
community as it gives them an insight in the way the community functions: what the 
rules are, how to communicate with each other and where to download and upload 
software. These tools thus create a very open community, because they lower the 
boundaries to join the community and put communication out in the open, which 
means that one can easily learn from discussions and behaviour of other members. 

In part these new members will be intrinsically motivated to work on the issues 
they find important, as they receive the benefits of their work themselves. This 
mechanism is captured by the expression "to scratch an itch (Wayner, 2000)." There 
is also another mechanism, which makes sure that other members will also be 
attracted to work on the new issues; namely reputation. Research has shown that by 
earning credits one can build a reputation, which motivates people to invest their 
time in Linux (Edwards, 2001; Kuwabara, 2000; Selz, 1999). For earning credits the 
member must (1) perform a good job, which is (2) considered important by other 
members. The second criterion is important, because it implies that members will 
choose their projects based on the interests and preferences of other members. This 
in tum implies that attracting external individuals and companies with different 
interests and preferences could lead to a shift in the purpose of the community. 

So how do these mechanisms work? Let's for example take the transition from 
growth to maturity stage. In the growth stage user-friendliness was a non-issue, as 
users were not involved in the community. At a certain stage Linux starts to attract 
users who value user-friendliness very highly. Gradually more and more users 
become community members, as the entry barriers are very low. The new members 
will (1) start user-friendly projects on their own and (2) attract other members to 
work on user-friendly projects, as this becomes a highly respected area to earn 
credits and build a reputation in. Eventually the new members have lead the 
dominant purpose to shift from usability towards user-friendliness. 

4. REFLECTIONS 

In this article some preliminary results of a long-term research into the Linux 
community and other collaborative 'non-traditional' business forms - concerning 
among others purpose, strategy, leadership and shape- were presented. Focussing on 
the Linux case, it was shown that through analysis a strategic pattern in the historical 
developments of Linux can be found. It was argued that this pattern displays many 
similarities with the changes described by the 'classical' corporate life cycle and that 
Linux accordingly at this juncture seems to be in the beginning of the maturity stage. 
One can wonder if and to what extent this life cycle model still holds true and 
whether this implies that Linux will become a more static institution and its strategy 
finding task more deliberate? What other consequences will the maturity stage have 
for Linux? Will competition become fiercer, as suggested by the life cycle, and will 
they be able to fight this competition successfully? 
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When overlooking its development path, we found that Linux has found a way to 
change and reconfigure its purposes, possibilities, capabilities and its value 
proposition in a natural, emergent manner. Linux has managed to do so, although it 
lacks strong leadership, rigid business control and detailed long-term forecasting and 
planning. This relates directly to one of the major objectives of the article, namely to 
explain why Linux is capable of performing the strategy finding task so 
successfully, when we hear of so many organisations facing problems trying to do 
the same. 

Research suggests that a major part of the explanation lies in Linux' capacity to 
integrate external possibilities into the community. Intellectual property rights and 
Internet tools are two mechanisms making this possible. It was argued that attracting 
these external possibilities is not enough; developers also need to invest their 
resources on new issues. In part they are intrinsically motivated and in part they are 
motivated through their eagerness to build and maintain reputation. The Linux 
community story raises a number of relevant questions: (what) can other 
collaborative networks and organisations learn from this study? Are the mechanisms 
identified in the Linux community relevant in other contexts as well? 

Clearly, Linux is not one organisation, at least not in the traditional sense, but 
can be better regarded as a business ecosystem, or an economic web of people, 
teams and business organisations. As such, Linux represents a new type of 
organisation, which mainly serves as an environment in which professionals are 
(partly intrinsically) stimulated to interact, co-operate and coordinate their 
knowledge and work. This model is not solely and primarily - at least not 
deliberately - focussed on earning revenue, gaining market share or any other kind 
of corporate-level goals. Instead actors within the network are pursuing their own 
goals and voluntarily share knowledge, experiences, time and attention. The 
community thereby only represents an environment and infrastructure in which these 
actors are stimulated to create innovation. 

On the one hand it is clear that "something akin to a corporation will have to co
ordinate the next society's economic resources" (Drucker, 2001), which might well 
resemble the basic co-ordinating mechanisms of the Linux organisational form. On 
the other hand, it remains to be seen whether this organisation will and can be 
economically sustainable and as such support a business model in which actors can 
make a profit, as currently this model has not managed to do so (Talacko, 2001). 
This directly links back to the success potential of Linux itself within the context of 
the global software market. Although some proclaim that "in the medium-to-long 
run, unless [commercial developers] can adapt their business model to incorporate 
open-source development, they're doomed." (Raymond, 1998), it is still doubtful 
whether Linux will be able to find a profitable business concept fitting its purpose, 
and force this business model on the entire software market, or whether Linux will 
remain a niche player. 

Whatever organisational form will prove to be sustainable within the software 
market, as well as in other business contexts, strategy (and the ways to craft them) 
will most certainly be a key success factor. In this article, we suggested that the 
concept of what we like to call the 'strategy finding task' is an appropriate way of 
understanding the nature of the processes that are involved. Moreover, we suggested 
the 'purpose-based view' as a new way for explaining the current and future success 
and failure of organisations in navigating through their competitive environments. 
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To conclude, there clearly is a need for further investigation and debate on the 
explanatory value of the 'purpose-based strategy finding' concept, on the 
applicability of the Unux lessons for other collaborative networks, on what the 
future will bring for Linux and finally on what Unux may bring the future. 
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